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Get Syked for tickets

Go, Eagles! Go!
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Performance to raise money
for study abroad scholarship

Eagle cheerleaders perform in Cheer Sport
Nationals, take home third I SPORTS, p. 7

NEWS, p. 2

THE GEOR
Campus site hacked
with terror messages
Compiled by staff
The Georgia Southern website was
hacked yesterday at approximately
8:40 a.m.
Stark images of torture victims at
Abu Ghraib, photos from the war on
terror and a defamatory message for
President Bush briefly replaced the
GSU home page.
Information Technology Services
worked to resolve the issue, and had
the page restored to normal by 9:30
a.m., with a total downtime of only
50 minutes.
The defaced page, which contained
vulgar language and photos of the
Iraq war, was displayed for less than
ten minutes.
It was determined that a students
personal page had allowed the in-

truder to gain access to the server and
vandalize the page.
According to Web site administrators, they were able to figure out what
information had been compromised
and who had hacked onto the site.
"As soon as we saw the problem
we brought the Web server down
and began analysis," said David Ewing, interim director of Information
Technology Services.
"We determined which page was
exploited and disabled all access to the
page," said Ewing. "There was no data
compromised, and no personal information is stored on this machine."
The change caused a buzz among
students, and listeners to 91.9 The Buzz
called in to the morning show to talk

Too Ventre/STAFF
Landrum Cafeteria is looking to offer new menus or eateries based on student opinion.

see HACK, page 5

Food service to offer options
ByTaoVentre
Assistant photo editor

Special Photo
Singers of theUnited Lands will representthecultures of Israel, Japan,Mexico
and Uganda today at 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. in the Nessmith-Lane Auditorium.

New changes may be coming to Landrum food court in upcoming semesters.
As of now, food services are unsure as to
any definitive plans, but are expected to
renovate Landrum Court.
To better serve the students, food
services is open for suggestions on future additions. Students are welcome to
email Bob Miller, manager of Landrum
Court, at bmiller@georgiasouthern.edu.
Students should also look for a suggestion box in the lobby of Landrum court,
according Miller.
Some changes have already been made
to Landrum with the introduction of
Seasons last summer. The buffet style of
service offers students an all you can eat
option with healthy choices.

• "I'm trying to offer whole cuts of
meats, fresh vegetables, and in house
made desserts," Said, Jason Picard, executive chief at Seasons. "Season's is trying to
move away from fast food,-and provide
students a healthy balance of nutrition."
When students enter into the university experience they are given the opportunity to make their own choices.
"We in food services walk a fine line
between giving students what we think
they need, and what they want," said
Miller. "Season's is totally different, a new
wind has blown."
The general consensus around campus
is that students would like to see an expansion of the current menu, particularly at
Landrum court.
"I'd like to see a better variety," said
see FOOD, page 5

Right: Students stand in line at Seasons in Landrum Court.

Tao Ventre/STAFF

University of Georgia - Campus meal menu sample

GSU gets S.O.U.L
Singers from around the world to perform
concert highlighting their regions today

Breakfast
Grapefruit Halves
Applesauce
Peach Slices
Sausage Patties
Smoked Sausage
Turkey Sausage
Breakfast Pocket
Potato Cakes
Blueberry Muffins
Apple* Cinnamon

Lunch
Dinner
Grilled Reuben
Chicken FajBa
Turkey & Dressing w/ Roast Beef a Jus
Gravy
Spicy Pollack
O'Brien Scalloped
Corn on the Cob
Potatoes
Steamed Spinach
Cheer
Cheesy Vegetable
Steamed Caulifk
serolc

ByAmyMclntyre

Four singers from across the globe
come to GSU Thursday for a concert
that willhighlight the music from each
performer's region, as well as provide
a forum for the artists to discuss their
native homes and customs among
other things.
The group, Singers of the United
Lands (S.O.U.L.), will be hosted by
the Center for International Studies,
which is always looking to broaden
students horizons by introducing
them to cultures that they may never
have the opportunity to experience
in person.
"We believe that performances
like this one," said Nancy Shumaker,
director ofthe center for international
studies, "are important because that

TODAY
High: 72 I Low: 50
Sunny

www.gadaily.com

they act as a reminder that although
our cultures may be very different, we
still experience many of the same life
experiences, which S.O.U.L. will be a
representative."
S.O.U.L. is comprised of two male
and two female performers representing Israel, Japan, Mexico, and Uganda.
The diversity of the group was one of
the main attractions when choosing
the group.
"Angie Threatte came across the
group and was immediately attracted
to them because they represented such
a broad range of cultures. It is important to stress that we can work together
even though we are very different, and
it is effective to do that through singing, something that people respond
to," said Shumaker.

Breakfast
Bacon
Sausage Links
Eggs
Grits
Roundabouts
Blscults\gravy
French Toast-Grill

Heart healthy

ScOUeS

Assistant news editor

University of West Georgia - Campus meal menu sample

Meatless

Lunch
Mediterranean
Chicken
Egg Plant Parm
Rlcen Peas
Squash Medley
Green Beans/almon

Dinner
pork Loin
Salisbury Steaks
Au Gratln potato
Breaded Squash
Glazed Carrots
Peasw/pearl onl

Wnto

CENTENNIA
1906-2006

Delta Sigma Theta led way for black students, Greek life
Editor's note:
Georgia Southern
celebrated its 100th
anniversary in
December. Each
Thursday The
George-Anne Daily
will highlight some-

By Michael Cardinal
Staff writer

Greek Life has always been an
important part of college life here at
Georgia Southern, but what about the
blacR fraternities and sororities? They
haven't been around forever, and they

had quite an inspiring beginning.
In a time where people were judged
by the color of their skin, blacks in
fraternities andsororitieswere unheard
of. But consider the example of Delta
Sigma Theta, a primarily black sorority
here on campus.
"DeltaSigmaThetahasbeen around

since Jan. 13,1913, so that means its
been around for about a century," said
Jemelleh Nurse, the current president
of the sorority.
"It started when 22 visionary
women thought of the organization,
see GREEK, page 5

see SOUL, page 5

FRIDAY
High: 68 I Low: 45
Sunny
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SUNDAY

SATURDAY
High: 71 I Low: 46
Partly sunny

High: 74 I Low: 54
Partly sunny
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The Video Gamer's Alliance reviews'Rainbow Six'
and 'Resistance: Fall of Man.' Check out how they
rated the games on page 9.
Covering the campus like a swarm of gnats.
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Feed the Mosasaur benefits museum
GSU News Service

Special Photo

Chris Mitchell and his band are set to perform this Saturday 9 p.m. at French
Quarter Cafe. All the money for the show will be donated to a scholarship.

Performance to benefit CLASS
By Leighton Maher
Staff writer

Chris Mitchell, alumnus and
local musician, will be performing
this Saturday at The French Quarter
Cafe to benefit the College of Liberal
Arts and Social Sciences (CLASS)
Student Advisory Councils program
to raise money for study abroad
students.
The Student Advisory Council
is made up of student representatives from all 10 of the college's
departments.
Jane Hudak, dean of CLASS, said
the council serves as the student
government for CLASS.
This group has decided to start
a scholarship for students enrolled
in the college who don't have the
financial means to study abroad.
"We agreed as a group that a
scholarship for Georgia Southern's
Study Abroad program was one
project we could all buy into," said
board representative Laine Bradley.
"Everyone thinks study abroad is a
great idea. With proceeds from this
project we can launch a scholarship

that will be ongoing and will benefit
fellow students.
"We're really excited about this"
when speaking about the scholarship program and went on to say
the group, in the past, has done
other community service projects
such as their American Democracy
project," said Hudak. "During this
the council encouraged people to
vote and even took people to the
polls on Election Day."
Mitchell earned a music major
from the college and now owns a
music store in Statesboro called
Pladd Dot Music.
Edenfield, staff facilitator of the
council, described his music as "a
little bit of everything", explaining
he plays a wide variety of music from
classic covers to originals.
Mitchell will be performing
starting at 9 p.m. and all the money
earned from the show will be donated to the scholarship fund.
The Student Advisory Council
will also be accepting donations
at the show and for anyone who
cannot attend can mail donations
to P.O. Box 8142.

educational exhibits and programs.
"This is a wonderful opportunity
for people to have fun and support a
worthy cause at the same time," said
Wendy Denton, the assistant director of the museum. "For the price of
admission, they can feast on an incredibly wide variety offood and check out
some cool vendors. There will be lots
of stuff for the kids to do, too."
The Best Bites Bake-Off is open
to amateur chefs of all ages. Adults
can compete in categories for bread,
cakes, cookies and bars, and pies.
There will also be a dessert competi-

People who take their eating seriously are invited to a food and cook' ing extravaganza that will benefit the
Georgia Southern Museum.
The second annual Feed the Mosasaur Festival will be held on Saturday,
March 3, from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m.
in the Nessmith-Lane Continuing
Education Building.
Deriving its name from the Mosasaur, a78-million-year-oldfossil skeleton in the museum, the festival will
feature food samples from some of the
region's most popular restaurants.
In addition,
there will be an amateur baking contest
for adults and children, a signature
dish competition for
professional foodservice providers, a
series of specialized
cooking classes, a
bake sale and activities for the kids.
"This event will
have something to offer
everyone who enjoys cooking and
eating," said Kelly Tharp, the chair
of the Feed the Mosasaur Festival
committee. "If you like to eat, you
can taste the most delicious dishes in
southeast Georgia, and if you like to
cook, you can show off your skills and
most treasured recipes in the amateur
bake-off."
Admission for the Feed the Mosasaur Festival is $9 per person for
adults and $7.50 per person for senior
citizens, students and children.
All proceeds from the festival will
be used to support the Museum's many

tion for children in the 4-9 and 10-14
age groups.
There is no entry fee for the Best
Bites Bake-Off, but all entries will be
placed in a bake sale to benefit the
museum. The Cooking With Class
Institutes are a series of 50-minute
classes that will focus on specific
dishes.
There are still openings in the classes for Cajun cooking, cake decorating,
high tea, Indian cooking, introductory
wine appreciation, romantic desserts,
tapas and wild-game cooking.
There are also classes designed

especially for children. Trie fee for each
cooking class ranges from $ 10 to $25,
and advance registration is required.
The Best Bites Signature Dish
Competition for restaurants and caterers will feature separate categories
for appetizers, Asian food, barbeque,
bread, dessert, entrees, fried chicken,
Mexican food and pizza.
Joseph Marinaro and Stephen
Minton, the only two certified
executive chefs in the region, will
be the judges for the signature dish
competition. Marinaro is the head
chef in GSU's Catering department,
and Minton is the
culinary arts coordinator in the
University's Department of Hotel
and Restaurant
Management.
Judging for
the Best Bites
Signature Dish
competition will
take place on Feb.
26, and the winners will be anSpecial Photo nounced^ at the
festival. There are a
limited number of tickets remaining
for the Feed the Mosasaur gourmet
dinner that will be held on the evening
of Friday, March 2.
For a donation of $75 per person
or $400 for a six-person table, guests
can enjoy a five-course meal.
Dubbed Cuisine Cum Laude,
the gourmet dinner will feature
French food, wine and cocktails, hors
dbeuvres and live music.
For more information on the Feed
the Mosasaur Festival visit http://ceps.
georgiasouthern.edu/museum/ftm,'
or call 912-681-5993.
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THE POWER TO

02-20-2007

TEXT FREELY
WITH SPRINT

• A hat was taken from Kennedy
Hall.
• Officers investigated four traffic accidents and. assisted four
motorists.
• Lenard Jock Kee Raymond, of
Perkins Road, Statesboro, was
charged with forgery first degree
and theft by deception, felony.
02-17-2007
• A suspicious person was reported at the Henderson Library.

(RED)
Sign up with Sprint to get 300 free
text messages a month for one year.

RED MOTORAZR V3m
tfa MOTOROLA

In-store exclusive offer for students
with a valid college ID. After 12 months,
pay the regular monthly fee.

Motorola and Sprint
are collaborating with
(PRODUCT) RED™ to help
eliminate AIDS in Africa.
J0iNRED.COM

Switch to the Sprint Power Network.
Try the Sprint Network Risk Free for 30 Days.

$109.99 2-year price.
Plus $50 mail-in rebate
with new line activation
and 2-year agreement. )RED

(

Sprint

MOTOROLA IS A PROUD PARTNER OF (PRODUCT)'"

CALENDAR
Thursday, February 22
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
S.O.U.L.
Nessmith Lane Assembly Hall
12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Sign language class
Russell Union 2042
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Fulbright workshop
Russell Union 2084
7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Top model elimination
Russell Union 2084
7:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Jazz band concert
Russell Union ballroom
7 p.m.
Black history bowl quiz
Russell Union 2042
Friday, February 23
7 a.m. - 8 a.m.
Campus prayer
Russell Union 2084
10 a.m.- 11a.m.
Alcohol education task force
Russell Union 2043
11 a.m.-lp.m.
Conversation hour
Russell Union Ballroom
1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
Honors council
Russell Union 2073
3 p.m.
Baseball vs. Southern Mississippi
Clements Field
4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Video gamers alliance
Russell Union 2047
7 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Ring World II
Planetarium
7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Scholars'Day'07
Nessmith Lane Ballroom

9 p.m.-11 p.m.
Thin Line Between Love and Hate
Russell Union Theater
Saturday, February 24
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Scholars Day'07
PAC
8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Gospel Explosion

ffffffl
CLINICAL
TRIALS
III J
AT THE
^wmm^j® MEDICAL COLLEGE OF GEORGIA

\p0 Helping Woti^
Tte IHerpsvac Trill for Women;
A Herpes Vaccine Stud'

SPRIHT IS A C0NTRI80TIN6 PARTY TO (PRODUCT)™

Sprint is tha exclusive national carrier of the RED MOTORAZR."

For wmen age 18-30 without oral or genital herpes
This study of an experimental vaccine might protect women against
herpes.

1-800-Sprint-1
sprint.com

Sprint

to the nearest Sprint or Nextel store

Together with NEXTEL

>

POWER UP

Operadores en Espano! disponibles.

PREFERRED DEALERS

STATESBORO
Coastal PCS
912-764-1821

Coverage not available everywhere. Available features and services will vary by phone and network. The Nationwide Sprint PCS Network reaches over 250 million people. Voice calling area reaches over 165 million
people in the US, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands and Guam. Offers not available in all markets. Additional terms and restrictions apply. Subject to credit approval. See store or sprint.com for details. Phone Offer: Offer
ends 03/31/07 or while supplies last. Requires a new line of service with a new two-year subscriber agreement. Taxes excluded. Service Plan: Up to $36 activation and $200 early termination fees apply per line. Deposit
may be required. Instant Savings: Activation at time of purchase required. No cashtack. Mail-In Rebate: Requires purchase by 03/31/07 and activation by 04/14/07 Rebates cannot exceed purchase price. Taxes excluded.
Line must be active 30 consecutive days. Allow 8 to 12 weeks for rebate, Free Text Messaging: Text message overage is $0.10 per message. To avoid charges, you must contact us prior to the billing end
FOCUS date of the 12th plan month. Risk-Free Guarantee: Call us to deactivate and return (to place of purchase) complete, undamaged phone with receipt within 30 days of activation. You are responsible for
all charges based on actual usage (partial monthly service charges, taxes, Sprint Fees, etc.). Project RED: Motorola and Sprint will collectively make a $17 contribution on the sale of each RED MOTORAZR
V3m phone to the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria. See www.motorola.com/red, JOINRED.com, or www.theglobalfund.org/en for more details. ©2007 Sprint Nextel. All rights
on driving
reserved. SPRINT, the logo and other trademarks are trademarks of Sprint Nextel. All third-party product or service names are property of their respective owners. All rights reserved.

Participants receive:
• Free screening for herpes
• An investigational vaccine against herpes or I
• Financial compensation for time and travel
For more information, contact:
Medical College of Georgia
706-721-2535
877-643-1414 (toll-free)
womens health@mcg.edu
www.herpevaccine.niti.gov

®m

GSU study participants
will be seen at the GSU
Health Center

This vaccine CANNOT give you herpes.
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Mr. Extraordinaire 2007 reigns supreme

Scholarship session toda$
By Alena Parker
Staff writer

Students no longer have to go
to Yale, Princeton, or any other Ivy
League school to feel the crunch
when paying for college.
The University Honors Program
is in the midst of holding a series
of information sessions for students
looking for scholarships.
A session on the Fulbright
Scholarship will be today at 6 p.m.
in Russell Union room 2084.
Bob Frigo, assistant director of
the University Honors Program,
will lead the session.
"The program is crafted to introduce Georgia Southern students to
the millions of dollars of scholarship
funding available to help them,"
said Frigo.
In addition to letting people
know about scholarships, they
will also help students with the
application process. Since some
of the applications require an essay, the University Writing Center
will team up with UHP to help put
students on track toward writing a
winning essay.

Special Photo
"Extraordinaire" contestants (left to right): Dexter Brown, Marcus Williams, Rashawn Gilbert, Timothy Davis, Gerren Evans, Jayson Shy and William Walker.

By Maria Folsom
Staff writer

Last week the Xi Eta chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated, hosted its "Mr. Extraordinaire"
scholarship pageant in the Russell
Union Ballroom.
The theme for this years event
was "The Odyssey of the Black Man,"
a look into the evolution and accomplishments of black men throughout
history.
Dexter Brown, a junior sports
management major, walked away
with the coveted position and a
$500 scholarship. Brown, a native of
East Point, Ga., entered the pageant
because he wanted to offer a positive
view of black men.
"I wanted people to see the al-

terative—that they are young black
males who are doing positive things
for ourselves, our families, and our
communities," he said. "It's important
that people see that image as much as
possible."
He plans on using his title as Mr.
Extraordinaire to promote more opportunities for sports management
majors at Georgia Southern.
"I want more exposure for the
sports management program at GSU,"
he said. "I plan on organizing events
for representatives in my field to speak
at various programs on campus and
to be featured at more of our student
expos."
Vice-President Jenna Pinkston
served as a coordinator for the
program.
The uniqueness of the pageant is

that it required additional work other
than just attending rehearsals. The
contestants participated in various
workshops ranging from business
etiquette to personal growth and
development.
Contestants were judged in six categories: casual, talent, athletic/fitness,
formal wear, an onstage interview and
a preliminary personal interview.
"It took four months to prepare
for the pageant," said Pinkston. "We
wanted the contestants to build relationships with one another and to
learn more about themselves in the
process."
Marcus Alexander, senior biology
major, was awarded the first runner-up
position of Mr. Crimson & Cream.
"Although we were all competing
for this title, everyone was supportive,"

Alexander said. "The event was coordinated very well, so the experience
was fun and memorable."
In addition to Brown and Alexander, other contestants were recognized. Timothy Davis was selected
as Mr. 1913, the second runner-up
position. Gerren Evans was awarded
Mr. Congeniality; fason Shy was recognized for outstanding academics
as Mr. Scholastic; and William "Trey"
Walker won in three categories: Mr.
Showstopper, the People's Choice
Award, and "Mr. Go-Getter," the head
fundraising recipient.
"This pageant is a tribute to these
young men," said Pinkston. "I hope
everyone gained an appreciation for
programs like 'Mr. Extraordinaire'
that promote manhood and social
responsibility."

"I know there are many talentecj
students at GSU that would malcC
brilliant candidates" Frigo said. "X
hope more students will take advanv
tage of these opportunities."
The scholarships are corg-t
petitive, but students shouldn't be*
discouraged.
"There are no guarantees except*
for this - students that do noi
apply have a zero percent chana'
of receiving one of the awards,"
Frigo said.
Matt Stewart, a sophomore International Studies major, is a recenf
recipient of the Freeman-ASIA
award. He will be leaving later th'L'
month for the opportunity to stud)
in South Korea this semester.
Stewart was interested in i
study-abroad experience in Asia bur
didn't want to experience the loan;
that usually go with it. He appliec
for the scholarship got it. He encourages other students to apply.
"Only gains to be had, which
is something you just can't turr
down," he said.
For more information, contaci
Bob Frigo at 486-7926 or email hirr
at bfrigo@georgiasouthern.edu
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Special Photo
The Cassini Mission sends a steady stream of informations back to NASA.

NASA images to be shown at
GSU planetarium tomorrow
By AsheJohnson
Staff writer

Stunning images from the Cassini
Mission to Saturn and its moons are
going to be shown at the Georgia
SouthernPlanetariumonFridaynight,
Feb. 23. at 7 p.m. and 8 p.m.
The Cassini Mission was sent to
Saturn with the goal of learning more
about the planet and its moons. The
mission has gathered valuable information on Saturn's rings, compositions, and moon formations.
Becky Lowder, a JPL Solar System
Ambassador, will be giving the live
update at the two shows scheduled.
"We are getting incredible science
and images from this mission," said
Lowder.
She explained that one of the many
fascinating things they have discovered
from the Mission is that Titan, one of
Saturn's moons, is very much like a
primitive Earth.

A NASA video and a collection
of images collected from the Cassini
Mission will be presented at each show
for GSU students' enjoyment.
Following each show there will
be a star show outside to study the
current night sky. People will be able
to look through the telescopes and
study the stars.
Color lithographs, coloring sheets
for kids, Cassini bookmarks, star maps
and more will be given away at the
shows, while supplies last. The event
is free and kids are welcome.
This is a great way for students to
learn more about the ringed planet
and get a hands-on look.
The planetarium is located in the
Math and Physics Building on Herty
Drive. The forecast calls for clear
skies on Friday night. However, if the
weather is cloudy Lowder plans to turn
on the stars in the planetarium.
"The skies are always clear inside," she said with a laugh.
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ROTC draws a crowd while recruiting 9
By Alena Parker
Staff writer

Georgia Southern's ROTC department hosted the "Taking it to
the Streets" Army Strong Awareness
Program: Strong for Life" promotional
tour yesterday near the Russell Union
Rotunda.
Armed with free hamburgers and
hotdogs and lots offree prizes, military
officers were ready to answer students'
questions about the ROTC program.
The Army National Guard set up an
information table about opportunities
for college students. The Guard offers
monthly pay, full tuition assistance

and a two-year non-deployable status
under their "College First" program.
"Serving your country is very
honorable and you get the feeling and
gratitude of knowing that you're keeping your country safe for all citizens,"
said Henry Mathis, current ROTC
cadet battalion commander.
"The US military needs young men
and women leading the soldiers of tomorrow and defending this great nation
for many years to come," said Mathis.
Remember, 'Freedom isn't free'."
For more information visit the
ROTC website at http://cost.georgiasouthern.edu/rotc or stop by the
ROTC building.

a

i.

"^T»rt\^^"*N*'"'^x007 - 2008
RESIDENT ADVISOR OPPORTUNITIES
^
*1

'Applications and additional information for the
Resident Advisor positions for the 2007-08 academic
year arm available NOW with University Housing.
Applications are due March 23, 2007 by 4:00pm.

SOU1HERN
UNIVERSITY

The Interview process will be field March 23 St 29*
Applicants will receive additional information
after applying.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
The George-Anne Daily needs writers!

Blair plans to reduce British troops in Iraq
McClatchy Newspapers

U.K. troops to
leave Iraq -

■ Britain will withdraw l,600troops
from Iraq in coming months and plans
to further cut its 7,100-strong contin-

gent by late summer if Iraqi forces can
secure the south, Prime Minister Tony
Blair said Wednesday.
Blair said British troops will stay
in Iraq until at least 2008.

If you are interested stop by the newsroom in the
Williams Center, room 2023.

Premier Management Group

Withdrawal plan
announced

Presents •••

TURKEY
-a

y

SYRIA /

Weare looking for hardworking, motivated,creative
students who are interested in covering campus,
local and community events.

IRAQ
Brand New 4 Bedroom 4.5 Bath Townhomes

Baghdad *

Basra

j 1976 Square Feet
Hardwood floors, Tile kitchen/bath
| Stainless steel appliances w/ washer and dryer
Individual leases

Media center with 42" plasma tv
Rent includes water, deluxe cable,
Wireless internet, trash pickup, etc.
Rents starting at $425 per bedroom

^Udlc lb lllilliCu*.;*
•7,100 British troops
are currently deployed
in southern Iraq
• 1,600 troops to be pulled
out within the next few
months

Other Properties Available In:
\ Jyj
Brad Lane Duplexes
Talc
e
Boardwalk
Pamela Way Duplexes
Homes throughout Statesboro
Premier Management Group

NATIONAL NEWS

Crops tainted by suspicion
McClatchy Newspapers

* Last year's E. coli outbreaks, one
traced to bagged spinach and two to
lettuce, have left a nation in a salad
spinner of confusion.
j But unlike most edible items in the
glocery store that have been cooked,
baked, broiled, fried, or pasteurized
to destroy harmful bacteria, fresh
pioduce has no such "kill point."
* The outbreaks together sickened
3|0 people, and killed three, nationwide. Their one-two-three punch in
the fall and winter led to consumer
fe#r and outrage and an unprecedented
push by politicians and health leaders
for more regulation of the leafy greens
I

industry.
"It's fundamental. You should be
able to believe the food you're eating
is safe," said Elisa Odabashian, director
of the West Coast office of Consumers Union, the nonprofit publisher of
Consumer Reports.
Other produce, such as tomatoes,
also can cause pathogen outbreaks.
But spinach and lettuce, with all their
wrinkles and crinkles where harmful
bacteria such as E. coli can hide, are
among the most vulnerable produce
around.
The most recent outbreaks marked
a breaking point for consumers. Many
stopped buying spinach. Others took
to scrubbing fresh greens with vigor.

1221 Merchants Way, Suite 202
(Turn onto Merchants Way right
across from McAllister's Deli)
Statesboro, Georgia 30458
(912) 489-4432

!
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Specializing in individual houses,
townhomes, duplexes,
aid commercial leases.
mr next "home away from home"!

*

QUICK, WHAT'S NEW
McClatchy Newspapers

Dixie County to outsiders: stop
preying on Commandments
In the piney flatlands of Dixie
County, a place where churches easily
outnumber traffic lights, Florida's latest
battle between God and government
is being fought on the steps of a fourdecade-old courthouse.
At the top of the steps stands a
six-ton piece of granite inscribed with

the Ten Commandments and the
admonition, "Love God and Keep His
Commandments."
The massive gray monument, approved by county commissioners and
installed last November, is now the target
of a lawsuit brought by the American
Civil Liberties Union.

Former admiral says all US forces
should pull out by year s end
After the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks,
U.S. Adm. Joe Sestak commanded a
carrier battle group in combat near
Afghanistan, then in the Persian Gulf
in the run-up to the Iraq war.
Now a freshman member of the
House of Representatives, Sestak, a

Pennsylvania Democrat, has introduced a bill calling for withdrawing all
American forces from Iraq by the end
ofthisyear, while strengthening the U.S.
military presence in the region and in
Afghanistan.

Lethal injection under increasing scrutiny
Angel Nieves Diaz craned his neck
to see the clock as a blend of lethal
chemicals dripped into the intravenous
tube snaking into his left arm.
He asked, "What's happening?"
It depends on who is telling the
story.
Compared with the gallows, firing

squad and electric chair, lethal injection has been billed as a more humane,
almost antiseptic, way to kill.
But use of the deadly chemical
concoction that sedates a person before
paralyzing the lungs and causing a fatal
heart attack is under increasing criticism across the country.

Add Some Excitement & Leadership To Your Life Today! For more information,
contact MAJ Ammons, Georgia Southern University Army ROTC, 912-681-0040 or visit http://cost.georgiasouthern.edu/rotc
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NEWS OF THE WEIRD
From Universal Press Syndicate

iT'$ ALL FREiH, iT'$ ALL MA TURAL, lT'$ ALL COOD

Lead story

I

• "Thierry F." recently outed himself as a professional
welfare bum, bragging in his brand-new autobiography
that he has lived very well off the French government for
most of the last 24 years and that, even after his unemployment benefits expired, he found a second unemployment
program to leech from. The latest one pays almost all of
his monthly home loan, according to an October dispatch
from Paris in The Times of London, and provides free medical care plus a "Christmas bonus," leaving an equivalent of
$214 per month for what the delighted Thierry calls his
"leisure activities."

The continuing crisis
• A 33-year-old woman was detained by police in
September after complaints by residents at a mobile home
park in Michigan City, Ind., that she had been having sex
in an untinted-windowed limousine on one of the park's
streets, in front of what grew to be a large crowd, mostly
yelling at her for her indecency. At one point, according to
police, the otherwise-occupied woman yelled back at the
crowd defiantly that she was "doing adult business" and
"I've got to do what I've got to do."
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New frontiers in science

m

• In September, researchers at Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands, seeking to create a robot to
traverse the colon but without tearing the colon's delicate
walls, successfully tested one such tiny robot that can
propel itself smoothly by gliding along mucus.

from page 1
Funding for events like this one
come from the campus life enrichment fee, the multicultural center,
and private funding specifically geared
toward the international studies program. Shumaker says they are very
lucky to receive the support that they

Food

from page 1

said Kayla Mason, a freshman political science major. "I'm tired of pizza,
cheeseburgers and fried food."
In todays society there has been
an increasing trend of dieting and
exercise.

Hack
from page 1
about the hackers message and photos
right after the school closed down the
site to replace it with the GSU site.
"Basically, we do a thing called
the morning soapbox, at 9 a.m., and
people can call in and talk about
anything," said Miguel Fuller, Spanish
Michael of the Morning Show.
"A guy called in and said someone

Greek
from page 1

because they wanted more than just a
social organization for black women.
They wanted to get more involved in
the community, and be involved in
women's suffrage," said Nurse. "They
took part in the Women's Suffrage
March and worked to empower black
people during the time."
The sorority continues to be nationally known today. Delta Sigma
Theta is one of many black organizations on campus.
"Currently, there are four NPHC
fraternities and two NPHC sororities
active at GSU," said Joy Hamm, the
director of Greek Life. "They range
in size. The smallest currently only
has one member, the largest has 21.
Many of these groups are currently
participating in membership intake,
so their numbers are growing."
Delta Sigma Theta is a step out of
the ordinary.
"Delta is different than the other
groups because, first off, most greek
organizations have the same visions:
scholarships and service," said Nurse.
"The thing that makes Delta different
is the bond of our sisters. The bond
is very close, its something that holds
our organization together."
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• Researchers at the University of Bradford in the UK said
in October that bandages soaked in maggot secretions
were successful in accelerating tissue repair.
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do where they have so many numerous
opportunities to expose students to
cultures other than our own.
S.O.U.L. will perform twice on
Thursday, at 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. in the
Nessmith-Lane Auditorium. Admission is free, and students, faculty and
the community alike are encouraged
to attend.
For more information about
S.O.U.L., log on to www.singersoftheunitedlands.org.
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"I'd like to see a section that offers
more ofa diet-friendly offering, maybe
like the South Beach diet," said freshman Susanna Lacy.
Students across campus are eager
to try new foods. Hopefully with this
change of palate, food services will
move from a traditional menu to
offer student a new and advanced list
of options.

hacked into the Web site, and we bantered about it on air for a few minutes,"
said Fuller.
Speculation about the incident has
campus members talking about the
reasoning behind it.
"I think it was a student, somebody either trying to get back at the
administration orsomebody who just
wanted to show that they could hack
into the school Web site," said Fuller.
"It was probably just somebody trying
to show oft?'

Deltas participate in every program and opportunity that they can.
"Nationally, we have programs like
'Delta Debutante', that give young
college bound women life training.
This training helps them by giving
them etiquette, speaking skills, and
shows them how to be professional,"
said Nurse. "'Woman to Woman'
is something we do to get women
involved with important issues they
face in the world. We are involved in
a national library project, and also we
do community service and things like
'Adopt a Highway?'
Delta Sigma Theta also held a
male scholarship pageant called 'Mr.
Extrordinare', which gave contestants a chance to compete for a $500
scholarship. It also got a male spokes
person forthe sorority. The Deltas are
currently invovled with blood drives,
helping with Statesboro library, Hurricane Katrina relief and marching in
the MLK parade.
Groups like Delta Sigma Theta
are truly admirable and have a rich
history. And membership doesn't even
depend on skin color.
"We have people of many different nationalities and races in our
sorority," said Nurse.
Black fraternities and sororities
have certainly come along way in
their time, and GSU should be proud
to have them.
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FOR
ON ALL DRAFTS
WITH THE PURCHASE
OF ANY BURRITO!
STATEMENT
OF OPERATIONS
The George-Anne Daily is the
official student newspaper of
Georgia Southern University,
owned and operated by GSU students and utilizing the facilities
provided by GSU. The newspaper
is the oldest continuously
published newspaper in Bulloch
County and Statesboro, Ga.The*
newspaper is a designated publf
forum for the Georgia Southern
University community. The ideas
expressed herein are those of the
editor or the individual authors
and do not necessarily represent
the views of the Student Media
Advisory Board, the administration, the faculty and staff of
Georgia Southern University, or
the University System of Georgia.
The George-Anne is published
four times weekly (MondayTuesday-Wednesday-Thursday)
during most of the academic year
and six times during summers.
Any questions regarding content
should be directed to the editor
at by phone at 912/681 -5246 or
fax at 912/486-7113.
Readers may access the newspaper and its archives staff by visiting our web site at httpj/www.
gadaily.com.
SUPPORT
The G-A is funded primarily

through revenue from
advertisements placed in the
paper and receives additional
support, in part, from the Student
Activities Budget Committee.
STUDENTS BEWARE
The G-A screens all advertisements prior to publication. The
newspaper strives to accept
ads for legitimate products and
services only. Students are urged
to exercise caution when replying
to ads — particularly those which
require a credit card number,
other personal information, or
money in advance of the delivery
of a product or service. Students
are also urged to report to the
newspaper any suspicious offers
which they might see in an ad.
Remember, if an offer seems too
good to be true, it probably is.
FREEBIE INFO
ALL FREE student and faculty ads
to be run in the G-A must have
a NAME, P.O. BOX and PHONE
NUMBER. Ads will be rejected if
they do not have this information. NO EXCEPTIONS.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES
Room 2023, F. I. Williams Center.
The George-Anne, P.O. Box 8001,
Georgia Southern University,
Statesboro, Ga. 30460.912/6815246 (News) or 912/681-5418
(Advertising) or 912/486-7113
(Fax); 912/681-0069 (adviser).

EMAIL DIRECTORY
Executive Editor
goeditor@georgiasouthern.edu
Managing Editor
gomed@georgiasouthern.edu.
News Editor
ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu
Advertising
ads@georgiasouthern.edu or ads i@
georgiasouthern.edu

ADVERTISING
The George-Anne reserves the
right to refuse any advertisement.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE:Jhe deadline for reserving space and submitting advertising copy is Noon,
one week prior to the intended
publication date.
FOR MORE INFO, rate cards,
sample publications, contact:
Lindsey Anthony, Marketing Director, ADS, (912) 681-5418, ads@
georgiasouthern.edu or ads W
georgiasouthern.edu; or Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator,
(912) 681-0069, bneville@georgiasouthern.edu
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS:
The newspaper makes every
reasonable effort to present correct and complete information
in advertisements. However, the
advertiser is responsible for proofing the ad upon publication and
should notify the newspaper immediately in the event of an error.
The newspaper is not responsible

WITH THE
PURCHASE
OF ANY
BURRITO!
for any errors in advertisements
and its liability for adjustments
is limited to the amount of space
the error occupied in the ad. Further, the newspaper is not responsible for any damages caused
due to an ad's omission from a
particular edition and its responsibility solely is to reschedule the
ad in the next regular edition at
the regular advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified
ads from students, faculty and
staff must be non-commercial in
nature and submitted in writing,
with the name of the sender,
local address, and phone number.
No free ads taken via telephone
- at this price we don't take
dictation. One free ad per person
per week. Commercial classified
are available only from our online
site at www.gsuads.com.Jhe price
ofcommercialadsis $7 for 200
characters for line ads. Ads must
be paid for using a major credit
card. For classified display ads,
contact gadass@georgiasouthern.
edu
CIRCULATION INFORMATION:
Mail subscriptions are not
available at this time. However,
readers may visit our web site for
free access to current and past
issues. Visit www.stp.georgiasouthern.edu. It is the goal of the
newspaper to have its edition
placed on-line within 24 hours of

publication. Breaking news will
be placed on-line as warranted.
The G-A is distributed free of
charge on the Georgia Southern
University campus through
delivery sites located in campus
buildings, at off-campus sites,
and in residence halls.
NOTICE
Readers may pick up one free
copy, and a second for a roommate or acquaintance, at distribution sites. Additional copies are
50 cents each and are available
at the Williams Center. However,
unauthorized removal of additional copies from a distribution site
constitutes theft under Georgia
law, a misdemeanor offense punishable by a fine and/or jail time.
Editors will seek to have any person^) who removes more than
the authorized number of copies
from distribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
NOTE
We gratefully acknowledge the
theft of one of our slogans "Liked by Many, Cussed by Some,
Read by them All"- from Robert
Williams of the BlackshearTimes.
Call Bob and he can tell yoirwho
he stole it from originally. Credit
for the other - "Covering Campus
like A Swarm of Gnats - goes to
G-A alum Mike Mills.
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Now you can place your classified ads online... For Commercial
Ads, Visit...

JT
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http://www.gsuads.com

LASSIFIEDS. ETC
ACROSS
1 Confess
5 Tiny victory
margin
9 Pays attention to
14 Actress Teri
15 Pot starter
16 Of long ago
17 Machu Picchu
I builder
18 Iranian currency
unit
19 Old-time actress
Pola
20 Jumping game
22 Agitate,
23 Snaky shape
24 Long, long time
25 Take the plunge
26 Handle rudely
27 Familiarized
with new
surroundings
31 Visual aid
34 Leisure
35 Bathe
36 Dilapidated
cars
37 Idi of Uganda
38 Plato's prized
pupil
40 Guitar ridges
41 Wishful
42 Thirsty
43 Johnny of
' "Sleepy Hollow"
44 Untruth
45 Sound of a leak
48 Means of entry
51 Produce
53 Advancements
54 Exploited
laborer
55 Lotion additive
56 Speak
spectacularly
57 Sea eagle
58 Eccentric one
59 Luster
60 Equal
61 Breaks off
1
2
3
4
5
6
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22
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44
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54

59

46
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DOWN
Nimble
Wind indicators
Killer whales
Swaddle
Constricted
Leek's cousin

47

*
55

57

58

60

61
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© 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

7 Males-only
affair
8 Sushi bar
offering
9 Award recipient
10 Simple
11 Brink
12 Laura or Bruce
13 State of irritation
21 Stunt
22 Expos
25 Hang in loose
folds
26 U.S. leaders
27 Iridescent gems
28 Prison term
29 Send out
30 Lairs
31 Attired
32 Fabled also-ran
33 Ftara follower
34 Arrangement
36 March Madness
sport
39 Locks
40 Emancipated
42 Main meal
44 Sierra

30

29

140 Other
Announcements
Visit the first portal for GSU
students! GSU Connection has
forums, chat, news, weather,
an arcade, classifieds, social networking and more!
Join the best and original
portal for GSU today, http://
www.gsuconnection.com/

There is No Option!

45 Permanent
place?
46 Got up
47 Goes in search
of
48 Intensely eager
49 Astronomer

50
51
52
54

Sagan
Greeting in
Genoa
Richard of
"Chicago"
Garden tool
Vigor

High Flier
©2006 Puzzle Junction.com

Reach Georgia Southern students with a publication they
really read... Over 100,000
copies of the G-A Daily circulate each month. For more
info: ads@georgiasouthern.
edu

Guitar: SchecterCl+for sale!
Great condition. Mahogany/
Flame Maple Body. Maple
Neck, Rosewood Fingerboard
w/Vector Inlays. Tune-o-matic
bridge w/ Grover tuners and 2Duncan Hummers. 24- Jumbo
Frets. Retail $700, asking $550
obo. Email Grayson Flowers
at gflowerl@georgiasouthern.edu

Buy or Sell
200-299

Soundstorm Amp-- Used
soundstorm amp @ 800w.
Powers up, but has loose inputs. Case is pretty beat, but
innards are still good. $25. Call
for more details, most likely a
very easy fix as I know exactly
what the problem is. Call or
text Crawford at 9124844353.

2006 TRD Toyota Tacoma Offroad rims mounted, balanced,
and ready to bolt onto any 6
lug toyota. The rims have tires
with less than 10,000 miles on
them in good condition. The
tires are 245/75 R16 Dunlop
(These came factory on the
truck), asking $350 OBO. Any
questions and pictures available Email at Bronsonpriebe@
yahoo.com. You can also
check my facebook for photos.

The words below are also anagrams and, when decoded, will
reveal the name of a famous astronaut. The first letter of each
correctly decoded word, read vertically, will give you the answer
to the puzzle. (Remember: Some anagrams can be made into
more than one word.) Good luck!

BAGELS

89 Honda Civic Hatchback,
looks and runs good, great
gas mileage, newish tires,
209k miles, $2,000 OBO, call
Barbara or Mike at 842-2637

RESULT
ADDLES ■
DANGER
LATTER
ARMPIT
MAPLES
ENLIST

Whirlpool Washer & Dryer.
Perfect condition, purchased
new in 2003. $400
Weatherguard Tool Box Model:127 Aluminum. Very Nice
Like New Condition. Retails
For $600. Will take $300.
770-530-7383
Don't throw away that junk...
turn your trash into cash.
Trying selling it online and
in print with a G-A Daily action classified ad. It's free for
students. Visit www.gadaily.
com to find out more!

1999 Jeep Wrangler Blk, 4cyl,
towing pkg, a/c, hard top,
bed liner floor, cd $7500 negotiable ca!l:706-402-5093
(after 6pm)
1992 Chevrolet Caprice. 305
engine with dual exahuast
pipes. Rebuilt transmission.
Runs and looks good. Good
AC and heat. CD player included. $3,000 OBO. Call
912-531-0777 (Leave a message).

Image 15.5S treadmill for
sale. Rarely used, 4 months
old. Great condition. Paid
near $500, asking $350
which includes treadmill
and mat. You move it. arainareaves@yahoo.com
XBOX 360 New, only played
few times, selling because
don't have time to play. This is
the premium system with one
wireless controller, also comes
with Call of Duty 3 game.
$300 firm 478-952-2029

2003 2 door Honda Accord.
Saphire blue on black leather.
The car has a V6 with 57,xxx
miles. Every option including
6 disc changer, sun roof, power
seats, dual climate control etc.
Asking 15,000 obo. call Matt
@ (404) 849-3092.

Like new Memphis lOOw
amp and 10" Memphis sub in
vented box for sale. Loud and
sounds great. Asking $150
obo. Call 706-220-0941 for
more information.

Dodge Ram Sub Enclosure—
Custom-Fit box holds 2 10"
subs under the rear seat of a
94-01 Dodge Ram Quad/Club
cab pick-up. Nice. I have grills
to protect the subs to go with
it. $45. New condition, call or
text Crawford at 9124844353

I NEED a bed. If you are selling a good sized bed, PLEASE
let me know ASAP.

290 Wanted

Employment &
Job Services
300-399

89 Cadillac Sedan DeVille,
only 93K miles!! Great gas
mileage, Black with cloth .
top and tan leather interior,
power locks and windows,
electric seating controls, digital information system, climate control, curise control.
Call Nicole at 912-282-9364
for more information. Make
sure to leave a message! :-)

ONAGER
REMOTE

All-You-Can-Eat Breakfast

340 Internships/
Volunteer
Volunteer at Camp WannakIot, July 21-27, 2007 and help
kids with bleeding disorders
have fun at camp. Must be 18
or older. Contact Kim at 770518-8272, kawiIson@hog.org,
or visit www.hog.org

350 Jobs/Full Time

Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

talonsl

Sportscraft foosbali Table for
sale! Glow-in-the-Dark table!
Only missing 1 guy. Still in
good condition. 770*605*9162
if interested.

1993 Ford Explorer; Sport utility 4 door; good a/c and heat;
clean interior and exterior;
folding rear seats; nice CD
player included; $3,000.OBO;
Call Vanessa at 912-481-7373
(leave a message)

www.gadaily.com

You must include your names, address and phone number
for freebies. No phone calls please, at this price we dont take
dictation.

A camera for Sale! 3 lens and
a bag, interested? Please call
912-541-2655, Price $100.

210 Autos for Sale

New Voices.
New Services,
New Attitude.

www.gadaily.com/class_ad_sub.php

Man-sized recliner - $75.
Treadmill - $75. Two stationary bicycles - $20 each. Call
687-3781 after 5 pm.
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Free ads for students, faculty & staff (non-commercial): visit us
online at...

played. Make an offer. 404309-7473

Announcements
100-199

Crossword

...and create, place, proof and pay for your ad online. Just S7 for
200 characters. In partnership with Universal Advertising.

1991 Oldsmobile Toronado
Trofeo CP; Does great gas
mileage. Has a/c ,heat, CD
player.$ 1,300. Call (912)
678-6033

Lunch - Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Dinner - Mon.-Fri. 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.

BARTENDING! Up to $250
a Day. No Experience Necessary. Training Available.
Age 18+OK 1-800-965-6520
XT 296

260 Miscellaneous
for Sale
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360 Jobs/Part Time
LIFEGUARDS: Hiring ft/pt
lifeguards/pool managers.
Cobb, Dekalb, Kennesaw,
Woodstock. LGT and CPR
classes available. Contact: Allison 770-485-3672, allison®
nautixpools.com, or online
at WWW. NAUTIXPOOLS.

Full size refridgerator with
built in kegerator and a workin freezer $300 obo. Contact
Carl at 404-247-0856
Very nice full size fooseball
table. Just needs legs. Priced
for quick sell, $30.
20GB Playstation 3 for sale.
Brand new in box. Never
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Buy or Sell
AutosforSale
Auto Parts for Sale
Bicycles for Sale
Books for Sale
Computers & Software
Miscellanneous for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Trade & Barter
Wanted

Evy!

Housing & Real Estate
Apartments
Lofts & Rooms
Mobile Homes
Real Esate for Sale
Roommates Wanted
Storage & Moving
Services
470 Student Housing

ife

LUNGE-

SCORE

3UTT

MASK

SECONDE

BUTTON

PARRY

SEPTIME

CARTE

PUNTO

SIXTE

DUEL

QUARTE

SWORDPLAY

EN GARDE

QUINTE

THRUST

EPEE

RAPIER

TIERCE

FOIL

REPRISE

HELMET

TOUCHE

hir

1.

Evy is about 4 months old now. She
is a beautiful black Lab. Evy is spayed
and current on vaccinations. She is
crate trained and working on house
training. Evy loves to play and gets
along great with other dogs. Evy
is looking for a loving, energetic,
forever home
Humane Society of Statesboro &
Bullodi Co. Animal Rescue Division
Statesboro, GA • 912-681 -9393
bullochanimalrescue@yahoo.com
www.petfinder.com

Sudoku
Very Hard

VOLT

800 Transportation/Rides
800 Transportation/Rides
900 Miscellaneous
910 Pets & Pet Supplies

Earn Full-time money working Part-time.' Scentscational
New Business. Make $$$.
Call Stacy 1-888-694-2165
Ext 102

390 Wanted Jobs
Webdesigner/webmaster! Do
you have a web presence?
Get an awesome, inexpensive web presence without
the need to spend countless
hours creating it. I am an information technology student
currently attending georgia
southern university and have
experience in webdesign, including being the webmaster
of 919thebuzz.Com! Interested? Call andrew at 404-201 2551 or by email at ahodges8@georgiasouthern.Edu

Housing & Real
Estate

400-499
410 Apartments
If you need an apartment, or
if someone you know needs
one, OR if someone you know
knows someone that needs
one then let me know ASAP!
I am going to Spain next semester and need someone to
sublease. $250 a month rent,
big room, own bathroom. Will
have a female roomie. Call
for more info. 478.390.7365
Looking for roommate to
live in a furnished luxury
apartment. Conviently located
less than one mile from GSU
campus. 912-681-2582
NOW Leasing!! Newly renovated units in Stadium Walk.
Great Deals! call brad at 912617-7905

420 Lofts & Rooms
Calculus tutor wanted immediately! Willing to pay
up to $10/hour. Will need to
meet approx. 2/week. Please
contact me tiffany_k_Jensen@
georgiasouthern.edu
Master Bedroom for Rent!
Huge walk in closet, own bath
and shower, washer dryer.
Located in countryside, off
of cypress lake rd. New unit,
very nice and clean, available
now! call Rob (843)568-4118

440 Real Estate for
Sale
Brand New Single Family
Home for Rent. 3bd/2bt/2gar.
Home is located in a very nice
subdivision. Rent starting as
low as $700.00 a month. Section 8 or Grapha assistance
accepted. Please contact The
Invest Trust Company. (321)
506-4693 or (321) 724-9331

450 Roommates
Looking for a roommate?Trying to sublease your place?
Put the G-A Daily to work
for you. Free classified for
students in print and online.
Visit www.gadaily.com for
information
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ROOMMATE NEEDED:
3BR/2BAHouse off of GentilIy $300/mo. Contact Chase @
404-934-2429.
Roommates Needed: 4 BR/3
BA house with pool. Quiet
neighborhood. $325/mo.
Call Marsha 912-481-3131 or
478-289-8009. Available in
December.

duplex in Greenbriar from
now until July 31,2007. Rent
is $325 plus utilities. Quiet
place to study, location is
great- across from the hospital
off of Fair Road. Available
immediately. Call Christina
@ 912-541-1240 for a tour
and/or more information.

3

910 Pets & Pet
Supplies
Lost Dog. Small (10 lb.),
Brown and White. Answers
to the name Willie. Please call
912-541-4386 or 681-8574.
Reward!

Miscellaneous
900-999

470 Student
Housing
3 Bedroom / 2 Bath Brick
home / carport All tile/hardwood flooring W/D and D/W
included Spacious back yard
Rent only $850/month Call
Elise: 706-627-1594
NEW 4 BEDROOM, 4 BATH
HOME IN BURKHALTER
ESTATES. FURNISHED
WITH ALL APPLIANCES
INCLUDING W/D. LARGE
DECK AND 2-CAR GARAGE. S1500/MO. CALL
TOP SALE REALTY 912844-5559,912-897-5559 OR
TERRI 912-4293441,912897-5289.

480 Sub Leases
1 Bedroom for sublease in Eagle's Landing. Low all inclusive rent (320) Pet friendly and
Great location. Apt located at
the front of the complex, front
bedroom. Washer and Dryer,
fully furnished Kitchen and
Great living room space. This
sublease is for summer 2007
May to August: Call Chareice
404 917 3929

"We all have family problems, Quigman.
You just have to learn to leave them at home."

Sublease a wonderful Woodlands apt! Own br/bath.
HUGE walk-in closet and a
short walk to campus! $100
off first monthQs rent! Move
in in May! If interested contact
Mary at mweaver7@georgiasouthern.edu.
Tired of living on campus? SUBLEASE a room
in a spacious four bedroom apt. in Statesboro
Place. Washer/dryer,
large balcony. Awesome
roomates. ALL INCLUSIVE $375/month. Females only please. If interested call 770-712-8930.
Sublease for Spring at Campus Club! 1 Private BR/BA in
4BR/4BA Unit with 3 Male
Roommates. Fully Furnished,
Cable, Internet, Etc. Included
in $409/mo. Rent. Move in
end of this semester. 678462-3930, jtso74@comcast.
net.
I need someone to sublease
my room in a 2 bedroom 2
1/2 bath (one bath downstairs
and private bath in room) brick

"Ladies and gentlemen, I give you: 'The Chiggen!'
Our new, genetically fused creature that
lays eggs wrapped in bacon!"
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www.gadaily.com/class_ad_sub.php
You must include your name, address and phone number and "dot.edu" address for freebies. Go online and
prepare your non-commercial message. No phone calls
please, at this price we don't take dictation.
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Free classified ads for students, faculty & staff
(non-commercial Only): visit us online at....

lii 1
RIPOSTE

700 Travel
710 Spring BreakTravel

To play: Complete the grid so that every
row, column and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing
or math involved, just use logic to solve.

©2006 PuzzleJunction com

APPEL

Services
Education &Tutoring
Financial Aid/Loans
Legal Services
Resumes/Typing/DTP
Services/Miscellaneous

New Voices. New Services. New Attitude
WRWfBPi

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
'

600
610
620
630
640
650

400
410
420
430
440
450
460

Cheats Corner

Upnonc
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500 Personals
500 Personals

Covering the Web Lite a Swarm of ilectraos....
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480 Sub Leases
490 Vacation Rentals

Find a New Friend
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300 Employment & Job
Services
310 Career & Job Services
320 Child Care Needed
330 Child Care Provider
340 Internships/Volunteer
350 Jobs/Full Time
360 Jobs/PartTlme
370 Opportunities/Business
380 University Work
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NBA: The Miami Heat. Shaq's back,
so's Coach Riley, and the defending
champs had won seven of eight. And
how they shone at All-Star weekend!
Blossoming guard Jason Kapono ran
away with the three-point shootout,
while Dwyane Wade won the skills
challenge for the second straight year.

PAGE 7

Ducks: An 18-1, No. 7-ranked team
just three weeks ago, Oregon had
lost six of eight through Monday and
fallen from the Top 25. As guard Malik
Hairston noted/That's bad basketball."
On the ice, mighty Anaheim lost four
of six.

Who's

Hatcher evaluates talent
Coaching staff expected to make cuts sometime next week
ByZacCase
Sports editor

The Eagle football coaching staff
held the first walk-on tryout of their
tenure at the Parrish Football Center
on Wednesday, Feb. 21.
The tryout was organized after
Coach Hatcher realized one had been
held one week prior to his arrival, but
no information was kept about the
event, resulting in confused students
and coaches concerning the player's
positions.
Nevertheless, Hatcher and his staff
were excited to look at the talent at
Georgia Southern.

"We want to see if there's any one
out here who can help us win," said
Ranee Gillespie, the offensive coordinator, "We're always looking for a
good athlete." 40 students came out
to the tryouts to exhibit any talent
they felt would make an impression
on the coaches. Most felt they knew
what the coaches were looking for,
although these opinions didn't always
coincide.
"Speed," said Mason Raley, "They
want you to be able to move on the
field. And if you can move, you'll be
fine." Adam Rooks offered a different
perspective. "Show your ability and

footwork. If you know what you're
doing, they'll work with you. You
don't have to be the biggest or the
baddest. If you've got something they
think they can mold out ofyou, they'll
use you."
Each of the students ran the 40yard dash twice and then went to their
respective position drills. Some who
came to the first tryout under former
coach Brian VanGorder one month
ago said that Hatcher's was different.
"When we tried out under VanGorder,
it was just nerve-racking," said kicker
Brett Peddicord, "I wouldn't say this
one was any easier, but it definitely

felt more welcome."
After the tryouts, defensive coordinator Ashley Anders stated that he
was pleased with the tryouts and the
talent he saw. "The turnout was great
and I'm looking forward to working
with each of the students that make
the team."
Most walk-ons have the fear of
not being able to play, but Hatcher
has shown a history of working well
with walk-ons.
When at Valdosta State University, Hatcher won the 2004 Division
II national championship with eight
walk-ons in starting roles.

■EAGLES VS. COUGARS
1:05 P.M. HANNER FIELDHOUSE

National exposure

Jared Siri/STAFF
The Hanner Hooligans celebrate last season's victory over College of Chareston. GSU is 5-11 in the Southern Conference and have won two of their last
three games heading into Saturday afternoon's matchup with the Cougars.

Tao Ventre/STAFA
Sophomore Adam Rooks runs the 40-yard dash at the walk-on tryouts on!
Feb 21. Coach Hatcher plans to announce walk-on signees next week.
\

Cheerleading places;
third in competition
By Jessica Martin
Assistant sports editor

The Georgia Southern Cheerleading squad competed in the
Cheer Sport National Championships in Atlanta this past weekend,
Feb. 17-18.
This was the first competition
that GSU's cheerleading squad has
been a part of in seven years. The
Eagles finished third overall, with a
final score of 507 points.
The squad was a combination of
the coed team and the all-girl team.
On the first day of competition, a
male member ofthe squad broke his
ankle midway through the routine
but managed to finish with the others. The Eagles were placed fourth
with 248.5 points, one point out of
third place and seventeen points
away from second place that was
held by Georgia Tech.
"We had to revamp for the second
day due to losing our guy," said Head
Coach Barry Munkasy, "We also
had to add material to the routine
after getting the judges comments
[regarding the first day's routine]."
The Eagles pulled through the
second day of competition strongly,
finishing the day with a score of
258.5, ten points higher than the first

day. This performance left the Eagles
with a half point behind Georgia
Tech for the day, a score of seventeen
and a halftotal between both rounds,
and second among the teams on that
day. GSU increased two points over
the University of Arkansas at Little
Rock, who was in third place after
the first day, and put the Eagles into
third place overall.
Jessica Armstrong, who is in
her first year as a GSU cheerleader,
stepped in to replace the injured
member of the squad and Kristi
Kelley and Drew Hendricks also
made exceptional adj ustments to the
situation, according to Munkasy.
" It took a lot of confidence from
the flyers to handle the change," said
Munkasy, "lam really proud of how
everybody pulled together when
things started to fall apart."
Chris White of the Sting Ray AllStars choreographed the routine.
" It was an excellent routine
and we are very grateful of the
donation of his [Chris'] time," said
Munkasy.
Next for the GSU cheerleading
squad is the Cheerleader for a Day
fundraiser on Feb. 24 at the men's
basketball game against the College
of Charleston in Hanner Fieldhouse.
The game starts at 1:05 pm.

Eagles look to pack the house in blue for ESPN2

Men's golf has tough
finish at Rio Pinar

By Mike Anthony

GSU News Service

Staff writer

On Saturday, the men's basketball
team will match up with the College
of Charleston at Hanner Fieldhouse
at 1:05 P.M.
The game will mark the end of the
regular season for the Eagles and will
also be aired on ESPN 2.
Though it has been a long and
troubled road for the Eagles this season, they are looking to finish strong
going into the Southern Conference
tournament.
Though the Eagles conference
record currently stands at just 5-11,
wins at Wofford (4-12) on Thursday
night and against College of Charleston on Saturday would secure a fourth
place finish for Georgia Southern in
the Southern Division of the conference.
Though this may seem like a small
consolation to Eagle fans, a finish in
this position would create a first round

conference tournament pairing with
either Elon, The Citadel, or Wofford,
all of whom the Eagles have defeated
this season.
As for the two games remaining in
the season, Georgia Southern is just
looking to build some momentum.
Tonight, they will go up against a
Woffordteam that they defeated83-78
in Statesboro back on Jan. 8.
The Eagles will be looking for their
second consecutive win following an
81-62 drubbing of The Citadel on
Monday night. Senior guard Donte
Gennie figures to be the key to the
Eagles' attack.
He is the leading scorer for the
season and scored a career-high 30
points on Monday, which was helped
alongbya6-for-6 performance from
three point range.
Saturday's game figures to be
an even bigger test for the Eagles.
Matched up against a Charleston team
that just barely squeaked by Georgia

Southern, 67-64, back on Jan. 15, the
Cougars have secured second place
in the Southern Division with a 13-3
conference record.
As much as the College of Charleston has had going for it lately, it has
been starved for success in Hanner
Fieldhouse.
The current Cougar senior class
has never won a game in Statesboro,
fallingbyascoreof71-68on their most
recent attempt last January.
Although they were able to steal
a win earlier in the season, they will
have to confront a healthier and
more experienced Eagle squad this
time around.
In the previous meeting, GSU
played without the services of junior
forward Matt Fields, who gives a
rebounding edge and averages just
under six points and 18 minutes
each game.
Also looking to contribute to
the effort on Saturday are Diogo

Salazar and Jimmy Tobias, who have
both come on strong in the last few
games.
In an effort to show our school's
spirit in front of the ESPN cameras,
a "Blue Out" has been organized for
Saturday's game.
The GSU Athletic Marketing
Department is asking that everyone
attending the game come decked out
in their blue Georgia Southern gear.
Blue hats, shirts, pants, and pom poms
are all encouraged.
A full blue house will look great
on television and will make the College of Charleston think twice before
stepping out onto the floor.
Saturday will also be Senior Day
for the Eagles.
Donte Gennie, Jimmy Tobias and
Diogo Salazar will be playing their
final game in front of the home crowd.
Be sure to come out and support
your Eagles, and don't forget to wear
something blue to the game.

GeorgiaSouthemgolf completed
its final 18 holes at the Rio Pinar
Invitational, Tuesday at Orlando's
par-72,6,978-yard Rio Pinar Country Club, finishing in 17th place out
of 18 schools.
Georgia Southern finished out
the tournament shooting a 45-over
909 and dropped down one spot
from the previous day's results.
After starting the third round in
second place, Southern Conference
foe Chattanooga moved ahead of
Tulsa upon carding a 2-under 862,
and the Mocs garnered the tournament title. Tulsa's Brett Myers was
the top individual ofthe tournament,
shooting an 8-under 208, followed
by Chattanooga's Bryce Ledford with
a 5-under 211 and Jonathan Hodge
carding a 3-under 213.
Pacing the Eagles was sophomore
Jordan Johnstun closing the tournament tied in 59th place with a 10over226. Sophomore Ryan LeFevre

and junior Chris Smith both finished
tied in 63rd place after shooting an
11-over 227.

Team Results
Rio Pinar Invitational
2«4-291.287~862(-2)

1

Chattanooga

2

Wsa

288-284-291-863 (-1)

3

Mississippi

291-288-293-872 (+8)

4

Louisvilie

289.294-293-876 (+12)

5

UT-Atfington

295-296-288-879 (+15)

6

Southern Miss

294-29!-295~88©(+16>

7

South Alabama

297-294-290-881 (+17)

8

Wichita State

302-290-290-882 M8)

9

Ohio State

299-293-291-883 (+19)
292-292-302-886 (+22)

10

Soirth Florida

ii

Mississippi St

299-293-295-887 (+23)

Til

UNC Wilmington

298-298-291-887 (+23)

13

Furnian

293-296-305-894 (+30)

14

Missouri

296-302-297-895 (+31)

15

Memphis

304-305-297-906 (+42)

T15

Mercer

302-301-303-906(+42);

17

Georgia Southern

304-303-302-909 (t45)

IS

Kansas State

309-305-303~917(+53)

GSU SPORTS CALENDAR * box denotes home game or match

Men's Basketball

Baseball
Fri 2/23

Southern Miss.

3 p.m. ! Fhur2/22 Wofford

Sat 2/24

Troy

7 p.m. !

Sun 2/25

Indiana

7:30 p.m.

11 a.m. : Wed 2/28 SoCon Playoffs

TBA

2 p.m.

Sat 2/24

Sav. State

1:30 p.m.

Mon2/27 SoCon Playoffs

TBA

Sat 2/24

Lipscomb

p.m.

Tue2/27

TBA

Sun 2/24

Lipscomb

,11a.m.

Sat 2/24

CofC

SoCon Playoffs

Women's Tennis

Men's Tennis

Softball

Women's Basketball

Sat 3/02

CofC

2:30 p.m.

Sun 3/09

UNCG

11a.m.

Wed 3/07 Davidson

2:30p.m.

Sat 3/02

UTC

Fri 3/09

App. State

Sat 3/10

Wofford

10 a.m.
2:30 p.m.
lOa.rrt

OUR PICK
Anything but Midterms
Midterm tests catch most of
us off guard and tend to be
mind benders right before
Spring break. We should
convince teachers to go a little
easier on students who have
upwards of five tests in a week

Pack early for
spring break

RANDOM

QUOTES
"My love foryou abounds
like the water of aclogged
and victimized toilet in
Johnson Hall..."
"the bird thing was more
disappointing than sad,
reaiiy. I should have known
better. I can't even keep a
Chia pet alive."

^

By Patrick Sauers
Staff writer

Get ready for fun and tropical sun because spring
break is less than three weeks away. There is still time
left to plan an amazing vacation, however, start planning now before it's too late.
Cruises are popular spring break getaways because
they're quick, simple to plan, and many cruise
lines offer packages to students. Carnival Cruise Lines, for example, has
many affordable packages that start
at $199 and travel to a long list of
destinations.
If you're not feeling a cruise or are
scared of the open sea then check out
www.STATravel.com. This website offers
many spring break packages that range
from getting a tan in Cancun, to chilling
out in Amsterdam, or hitting the craps
tables in Vegas.
Eagle Entertainment is also offering
a spring break trip to Panama City for
five days. There are still spots available, so hurry in if you would like to
be involved.
Some like to go against the norm and
choose less typical destinations. Sophomore
Special photo
business major, Corey Wallace says, "I'm going to

"I met an Irishman... or
at least he fits the Irish
stereotype... and I dislike
him much. I call him Mcdouchbag."
Quotes taken from Facebook

SWEET&

SOUR
Sweet: You can win tickets to Wanda Sykes. Totally
awesome, I love the GeorgeAnne and Eagle Entertainment!
Sour: I embarrassed myself
at the RAC when I tried to
walk through the turnstile
without swiping my card
and scanning my hand.
Ouch, so embarrassing.

^"^

It may be cold now,
n< but a few weeks from
now many of you will be on the beaches of
Florida, Mexico, or Jamaica relaxing for a
beautiful GSU-free week. It
is always important to look
your best wherever you go,
and beaches or pools are no
different.
If you have no idea what
to look for in a swimsuit, it's
Ashley Ferguson no proWem. Think back to
Staff writer
.,
„
,
.,
the cfall season, and even the
current spring season, of fashion. What were
you racing out - or waiting patiently on your
Internet order - to get a hold of? Remember
those animal prints that were making accessories
stand out with fashion fervor? Designers have
put them out in stores so they can pop against
the warm sand. Bright, bold colors are here to
keep all eyes on you.
If you want to channel the vintage look, the
'60s Bond Girl styles are heating up the waters.
Try to recall Halle Berry's bikini in Die Another
Day: the vibrant orange color and the belted
bottom against the sparkling ocean (that you
don't see at Tybee Beach). If you do not want to
dish out more cash for yet another swimsuit, it
is okay. The only difference between this year's
styles and last year's is that now there are more
funky, individualistic styles available. You have
old bikinis for one more year, so wear them out
and keep that tan line consistent.

Lake Tahoe to do a little bit of snowboarding, maybe
even a couple of helicopter drop ins, I'm just not a fan
of the sun."
For those low on cash or stuck in Statesboro there
are St. Patrick's Day festivities just an hour away in
Savannah that always draws crowds of party goers.
Kyle McGinnis, a junior business major says, "It's the
second biggest parade in the country and the biggest
party anywhere near Statesboro, so I go every year."
The event kicks off on River Street at 9 a.m. Mar.
16 and lasts through the weekend until 6 p.m. Mar. 18.
There will be two stages featuring music from various
genres including country, alternative, pop and Celtic.
The event is free, except for a $5 wrist bracelet that must
be purchased in order to drink alcohol.
Even though spring break is about letting everything go and having a great time, many students tend
to overlook safety. Paul Ferguson, the director of
health services says, "If you are going to be in the sun,
stay hydrated, drink lots of bottled water, especially if
drinking alcohol."
With many spring break destinations revolving
around beaches and the sun, many people overlook a
very simple safety precaution. "If you are going to do
any beach time, especially in places much closer to the
equator, use sun screen," says Ferguson. "Sun poisoning
is very common."
So be safe, have fun, and start planning an awesome
spring break.

Submit your Sweet&Sour to
hiatus@georgiasouthern.edu

A

THIS WEEK IN

HISTORY

No joke about it
win four tickets
By Rachel McDaniel

File Photo

Executive editor

This photo was published in the
George-Anne on Feb. 27,1990.
The original caption read: Jump
Rope for Heart was held in Hanner Fieldhouse week before last,
raising a total of $1,883.20.145
persons pledged; the highest
Was Amy Vaughn. Pictured here
are some of the GSC students
who participated.

Special photo

Erica Giles has been a fan of racing since she was young.

Race for a dream
By Angela Byrd
Staff writer

ROCKIN'THE

BORO
Thurs., Feb. 22
French Quarter Cafe
Moonshine Still
Big City Sunrise
Dirty Digits
Obeath
Dingus Magee's
The Tony Tyler Trance
Fri.,Feb.23
Rum Runner's
WormsLowe
LatteDa
Chris Lee
Turtles Bar and Grill
Doctor Don
Sat, Feb. 24
LatteDa
Gram Tolbert
Turtles Bar and Grill
Curbside
Playing a gig we don't know
about? Update our calendar at
www.gadaily.com!

THE BOTTOM

LINE
By Justin Burris

Freshman public relations and
marketing major, Erica Giles, is on
the path to achieving her dreams,
in a big way. Giles is a participant
in a nation-wide contest to find a
assistant for NASCAR star, Kasey
Kahne.
"I read an advertisement for the
contest in USA Today and filled out
the application," said Giles.
In addition to the application,
Giles completed a 250-word essay
about why she should be chosen. At
the national level, 50 were chosen.
To Giles, this is the opportunity
of a life-time, and she values the
experience that this contest will
give her. .
"Being a public relations major,
I know that I will need as much
hands-on experience as I can get,
and a head start while I'm still in
college would give me a competitive
edge," said Giles.
This particular competition has a
sentimental value toGiles. NASCAR
driver, Kasey Kahne just happens to
be her favorite.
"I chose Kasey Kahne a fewyears
ago when he raced in the Busch
series. I was ready to find a new
driver without a large fan-base and
put my faith in him to see what he
could do. He eventually became the

The Oscars. You saw em'coming. What else would'
the arts and entertainment guys cover this week?
Women, cars or food? Hells no.
What's the use of the Oscars? A way to tell you
what to watch, or a way for Hollywood actors to

Nextel Cup Rookie of the Year in
2004 and proved to be an excellent
choice," said Giles.
An avid racing fan, Giles' love
for the sport was influenced by her
grandfather.
"My granddaddy used to drag
race when he was younger and always had a passion for it. He opened
up a go-kart/motorcross track in
Valdosta, Georgia many years ago.
I can't remember a Saturday night
from when I was born to about age
8 or 9 that I wasn't at the track surrounded by racers. I guess growing
up around it, I saw the passion the
drivers had and how driven they
were to get to where they wanted
to be."
Giles hopes to gain not only the
position as Kahne's assistant, but an
opportunity to live the life she hopes
will be her profession one day.
"In the event that I advance,
I hope to learn %any more skills
that I can utilize in the PR world.
I simply wish to walk away having
absorbed as much as I can from the
time given to me."

You don't have to stand in line
to get tickets to the hot, uncensored
stand-up comedian Wanda Sykes,
since tickets are available through
www.etix.com. Georgia Southern
students have three more days to
buy Sykes tickets before they go on
sale to the general public.
According to Bill Pickett,
director of student activities, 300
tickets have already been sold to
GSU students, and he expects
sales to pickup considerably when
tickets are available to the public
on Sunday, Feb. 25.
"There have been a lot of
schools from other states calling
to buy tickets for different groups,"
said Pickett. "Students should buy
tickets now instead oflater, because
we don't know if we'll have them
later."
"Students are Anarily volunteers for the night of the show,
doing behind the scenes duties.
This month they have been instrumental in getting things ready
for the show, from public relations
and marketing to creating handbills," said Pickett. "Also they are
handling a list of things that she
needs for her dressing room, taking

Special photo
$15 for GSU students - a limit of four tickets per ID
$25 for all others - limit four
General public tickets sales will begin Sunday, Feb. 25.
All tickets will be sold via www.etix.com.

care of transportation to and from
her hotel. They've helped with a
lot of the details and advertising
the event."
"Right now we just got our flyers and other promotional material
in, and we've distributed them to
volunteers," said MBA student
Kendrick Hamilton. "We've been

hitting the campus hard to let
students know about how to get
tickets for the show"
Pickett said that according to
Sykes' website, she doesn't have
many upcoming dates to perform
at universities. He said she mainly
performs at comedy venues, and at
comedy clubs.

Win your tickets to see Wanda Sykes by entering Eagle Entertainment and
www.gadaily.com's best-joke-at-Georgia Southern contest.Two tickets will
be awarded for the best original joke (preferably about GSU) from students,
and two tickets will be awarded for the funniest original photo and caption
taken at GSU. Students should follow all stateand federal laws as well as GSU
student conduct codes. All entries must be appropriate and original. Each
week, the Hiatus will feature the bestjokeand photo entry from the previous
week. Entries for the contest must be submitted through the website before
March 16. The winners will be announced on March 19 and they can pick up
their tickets at the Student Activities Center with an Eagle ID.

The competition is won on a
voting basis. Voting for the
competition ends on February 25.
Want to vote for Erica Giles?
Just visit the website, www.
kaseykahndreamjob.com. You
only get one vote per day.

congratulate themselves for f-i-v-e hours? I honestly
Diamond top the list. While these films are good, I
think it's a little of both.
didn't feel they were worthy of being nominated
This year, most of the movies that are up for nomi- several times.
nation aren't the blockbuster hits you'd expect to
Hopefully next year will be less of a self-congratusee. Movies like Babel, Little Miss Sunshine and Blood lation fest and more of a celebration of film.
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The picks for the
Oscars this year aren't
that great. When will
Hollywood get it's act
together?
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CRI Job Fair recruits on campus
ByMJTrahan
Staff writer

Are you interested in working for
the RAC? Here's your chance! Campus Recreation & Intramurals (CRI)
will be on-campus Feb. 26 - March 9
to promote the CRI Job Fair, aimed
towards fresh, eager students looking
for employment.
Georgia Southern University
has many opportunities for student
employment, however one of the
most unique working experiences
can be found within CRI.
Campus Recreation & Intramurals currently employs between 250300 students in the areas of Facility
Management, Intramurals, Aquatics,
Club Sports, Fitness, and Southern
Adventures. There's literally an area
for everyone's interests!
Without a doubt, CRI employees
gain valuable experience and become
better prepared for the often dreaded
"real world" after graduation. When
dealing with a recreational setting, it's
guaranteed to be fun! However, one
may not realize the skills they can
obtain at the same time.
"Our employees have developed

excellent communication skills,
which is essential when you're
working together with peers in a
building of this size," said Facilities
Coordinator Carter Walton. "Employees learn how to interact with
groups ofparticipants, as well as each
other, to accomplish daily objectives."
Responsibility, time management,
and leadership skills also play a key
roll in CRI jobs, and will be vital for
future employment.
Equally as important, CRI takes
care of their kids! The professional
staff recognizes the importance of
each individual worker. If it weren't
for the student staff, it would certainly be hard to keep the RAC up
and running.
"This facility is devoted to the students. We find that students respond
well to other students, so it creates
a comfortable environment," said
Lashica Thomas, facilities coordinator. "A lot of times, we also find that
the students are our main sources of
information to help the RAC stay 'in
the know' about current events."
Who can work at the RAC?
You don't have to be a health nut!
Whether you're into sports or not,

VIDEO GAME REVIEWS

New Rainbow Six is most impressive

Special Ph'oto

By Shawn Scribner
Staff writer

Special Photo

Caption
the RAC provides an outstanding
work environment and gives each
individual employee skills that will
last a lifetime. A variety of students,
with numerous different degrees,
help create a well-rounded atmosphere.
"CRI does not strictly hire Exercise Science or Nutrition majors,"
said Christina Hess, graduate assistant. "When I come in to the building
to work, I'm surrounded by a very
diverse group of great friends!"

Want to apply? Fill out a CRI
application form and submit it
with a resume and cover letter to
the CRI Main Office during the Job
Fair weeks.
Look for CRI employees on
campus Monday, Feb. 26 - Thursday,
March 8 to pick up an application.
Applications can also be found online
or in the CRI Main Office.
For more information, visit the
CRI Main Office or www.georgiasouthern.edu/services/cri.

In Rainbow Six Vegas, the player
assumes the role of Logan Keller,
the leader of one of Rainbows elite
three-man counterterrorist assault
teams who is called into action after
an operation in Mexico goes bad and,
for some reason, the terrorists strike
the casinos and high-rise hotels of
Las Vegas.
Your job is to stop them and find

out their intentions, which involves the
standard Doomsday device that will
kill millions and a secret military base
hidden inside a massive hydroelectric
dam. Rainbow Six Vegas sports some
excellent graphics, and they're on pai
with this year's superb Ghost Recon.
Although this plot seems like a
paper-thin reason to battle an army
of terrorists, in Las Vegas of all
places, it's easy to overlook because
the combat in Rainbow Six Vegas is
simply excellent.

Resistance is more than meets the eye

C REVIEW

New album shattered Illusion 33'
By Edgar Fernandez
StaffWriter

Special Photo

At first glance, the band Illusion 33 and their album "18
Shades" might look as another
scene band signed by an obscure
label, with a terrible band name.
But aside the wardrobe, the
band has little connection to its
contemporaries.
The style of the band is very
eclectic, and although they describe themselves as pop-punk,
one can see influences ranging
from grunge, ska and even numetal. Such diversity proves to

be more confusing and annoying
than interesting. The best to way
to describe this band is as the
bastard child between 311, Papa
Roach and Sum 41.
The album starts with "Entrust in Three," which is actually
a decent song, with an up-beat
sound, of course one has to look
past the terribly blandlyrics, like
"Life is what you make it, you see
this everyday, so open up your
eyes, make your own cliche."
They followed their own advise.
The next song "18 Shades," was
intended as a main track on the
album, but it is overshadowed

by some of the more energetic
ones. "Conversation" was a track
that got me disappointed since
it seemed to have so much
potential.
Listening to the entire album might not prove to be a
rewarding experience, but the
band does show some future, if
anything they just need to polish
up their act more.
'18 Shades'
illusion 33
Labef: Dummy Boy Records
Released: February 2007
Grade - 2 of 5 -^^r^- -^-4r;

Special Photo

By Drew Sturdivant
StaffWriter

Taking a first glance at Resistance: Fall of Man, one might think
it's like every other World War II
game out there. But this is far beyond your normal wartime FPS.
It's July 1951, and the mysterious
"Chimera" has overrun Europe.
There are not too many suprises

to be found in the game's 20plus chapters, but the plot
plays out well and has interesting
characters.
You'll get to the end of this 12-15
hour experience, just to find out what
Hale and the Chimera were really all
about, even ifthe ending is unclear and
open-ended. Ifyou need one reason to
buyaPS3atthisverymoment,thisganie
would be it.
I

Reviews are brought to you by the Video Gamers Alliance
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Call today for FREE
Legal Services!

Through the end of the month!
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We dont mate townhomesi
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Call 4,86-7731
to schedule an appointment with

Attorney Troy Marsh!
or make an appointment in the Dean of student!
office in the Russell union room 2017
Brought to you by
1400 Statesboro Circle* 912-681-8307
www.cbeech.com
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Tae Kwon Do tournament kicks off Saturday

GSU

By Jaime McNair
StaffWriter

The campus' Recreation
and Activity Center will be
holding its First Annual Collegiate Tae Kwon Do Tournament Saturday, Feb. 24 at 10:00
a.m. The event is free for Georgia Southern students and is $5
for non-students. Attendees
will be welcomed by the team.
Cory Mann, Lionel Donovan
III, Larry Lasaki and Denice
Gamble are among some of the
high ranked competitors on
GSU's Tae Kwon Do team.
Also competing are Gary
Rodriguez and Frank Perrin.
"We are just like a football
team, baseball team, or soccer
team, but we kind of fight instead," said Michael Coleman.
He is a black belt and has been
learning Tae Kwon Do for six
years. Unfortunately he won't
be competing in the competition.
Coleman is over the Tae Kwon Do
team at GSU, but the head master is
Master Roy Magness.
■ I The team will be competing
against other schools such as
Clemson University and other Tae
Kwon Do clubs. The tournament is
an all day event. It will start with
arr opening ceremony leading with

Name: Josh Bunn
Age: 22
Year: Senior
Major: Biology
Hometown: Stark, GA
Why you bought the car?
Always thought they were pretty
cool. It's a great fun way to get
around. They're also stylish.
What is cool about your car?
Match Ported
DR 177 Kit Custom Exhaust
24/24 Carb 10.5 Horse power

demonstrations of Tae Kwon Do
form. The different schools will also
spar amongst each other. The opponents are paired by rank and weight.
White belt and blackbelt are in their
own separate categories. Yellow
through green belts are competing
together, as well as blue through red
belts in their own separate category.
Tae Kwon Do is a very competitive

Um

sport and is well respected by.its
students. Coleman is excited about
the event. "I have extremely high
expectations for our team; the same
expectations I had for myself when
I was younger."
Coleman also says that the
team is open for new arrivals. Any
and everyone is invited to learn the
art of Tae Kwon Do.

What is the most expensive
feature on it?
Patriot Blue Stage-3 Paint.
Tons of Chrome.
What is one thing you would
like to do to your vehicle that
you haven't yet done?
Get all of the elctrics working.
Especially the headlight.

Josh Bunn

Lucius Cole/STAFF

74VespaGTR

What do you like most?
It's "sexier than your Harley."

Tell us about your car. E-mail us at hiatus@georgiasouthern.edu
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iffi the Ruisell Union Ballroom mm they perform their dance routine
to compete at the Southern Reoionai Orientation Workshop?!

StaffWriter

The Neocentric Souls Poetry Troupe is a performance organization that was founded on Sept.
19,2006. Their motto is "Bringing Poetical Truth to
the Soul," which is poetically put in itself. By using
spoken word this club provides an outlet to address
societal issues and world news.
Currently this group has seven active members
that perform at various on-campus and off-campus
events. "We are currently working on a blackhistory
program in Macon, Georgia. We also have participated in the first Wednesday Coffee House Series,
Dimes Modeling Troupe Show and Blaqshion," said
President Marcus Williams.
Meetings are held on Thursdays in room 2044 in
the Russell Union. They also hold writing and jam
sessions in other discussed locations.
"We are working on setting up a youth chapter
of our poetry troupe which in turn will develop a
program to increase the literacy rate of children in
Statesboro," said Williams.
If students would like to get involved they can
contact Marcus Williams at 404-663-6323 or check
out the groups web page
www.myspace.com/theneocentricsoulspoetrytroupegsu.
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